AS THE FIRST LIQUID FLUMIOXAZIN AVAILABLE, SureGuard® SC delivers the excellent control of broadleaf and grassy weeds that you’ve come to expect from SureGuard with the convenience and speed of mixing a liquid formulation.

**EQUIVALENT RATES**

EQUIVALENT USE RATES IN FL OZ TO ORIGINAL DRY FORMULATION

1 LIQUID FL OZ SC = 1 DRY OZ WDG

**BLOOMS QUICKLY & MIXES EASILY**

WDG GRANULES SETTLE

SC LIQUID BLOOMS

PLUS, SC LIQUID WON’T SETTLE EVEN AFTER 2 HOURS

**CONVENIENT APPLICATION**

NON-STAINING SPRAY FORMULA WITH NO YELLOW COLOR

LOW ODOR LOW VOLATILITY FORMULA

STAYS PUT BINDS WHERE APPLIED FOR REDUCED MOVEMENT CONCERNS

RESIDENTIAL COMMERCIAL TURF GOLF TURF LANDSCAPE ORNAMENTALS FIELD-GROWN NURSERY CONTAINER-GROWN NURSERY
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